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Abstract
In this protocol we present the typical procedures of conducting computational experiments on the
domain structure of low dimensional ferroelectrics using a personal computer \(PC). Based on an
example of the phase-field model \(PFM) for ferroelectric nanoplatelet, a computational experiment
consisting of physical modeling, programming, simulation, result analysis and post processing, will be
illustrated. Our physical model appropriately takes into account the effects of boundary conditions,
inhomogeneous elastic and electrostatic fields, ambient temperature, size and shape of the low
dimensional ferroelectrics, which makes it convenient to conduct a series of virtual experiments, e.g.,
applying external mechanical or electric field to affect the domain structure of nanostructures.

Introduction
Low dimensional ferroelectrics, i.e., ferroelectrics with extreme geometrical confinement along some
dimensions, are under active investigations for their important roles in device miniaturization and
functional device development.1,2 People are particularly concerned about the regular responses of
domain structures in low dimensional ferroelectrics to the application of external fields. Nevertheless, to
synthesize ferroelectric nanostructures of regular size and shape is still a difficult issue at present, not to
say the experimental probe and control of nanoscale ferroelectric domain structures. A natural way to
come out the predicament is to conduct computational experiments. With appropriate modeling and
simulating the physical processes, computational experiments can provide us convincing results to test
the correctness of theory, interpret the results of hands-on experiments, and more importantly, to predict
new regularity and phenomenon. Especially for situations where hands-on experiments are not feasible or
quite expensive, conducting computational experiments is an attractive alternative. This is why recently
computational physics has achieved great advance and becomes an important and individual subject of
physics other than just an assistant tool of theoretical physics. A complete computational experiment
consists of several parts, including physical modeling, programming, simulation, result analysis and post
processing. Physical processes are represented through numerically solving the governing equations,
which depend on the theoretical description of the processes. Accordingly, different simulation methods
could be adopted. For ferroelectrics, a quantity of simulation methods has been developed, including
thermodynamic ones like phase-field model \(PFM)3,4, atomistic level simulations, e.g., molecular
dynamic simulation \(MD)5and effective Hamiltonian simulation \(EH)6, and first-principle calculations \
(FPC)7, etc. Basing on an example of phase-field model for ferroelectric nanoplatelet, in this protocol we
present the procedures of conducting computational experiments on low dimensional ferroelectrics using
a personal computer \(PC). The detail of the phase-field model and derivation of finite element method to
solve the electromechanical fields can be found in the associated publication.

Equipment
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1. A personal computer \(PC) with a typical operating system \(Windows/Linux). 2. C language compiler
\(the program is assumed written in C language), e.g., Visual C++ \(http://www.microsoft.com) for
Windows systems, or GNU Compiler Collection \(http://gcc.gnu.org) for Linux systems. 3. MATLAB \
(http://www.mathworks.com) \(version 7.1 or above).

Procedure
**I. Physical modeling of low dimensional ferroelectrics** 1. Determine your model system. You should
determine the dimensionality of the system \(i.e., 0-D nanoplatelet 1-D nanowire and 2-D nanofilm),
material, and electric and mechanical boundary conditions, which are recommended to be written as
optional tags in your program. In this demo, we consider a PbTiO3 ferroelectric nanoplatelet under
surface traction and open-circuit condition as shown in **Figure 1**. 2. Construct the system’s free
energy. In general, the free energy of a ferroelectric is a functional of polarization, and should incorporate
the effects of polarization inhomogeneity, elastic and electric fields. It can be written as a sum of the bulk
free energy \(including a Landau-type potential, gradient energy, elastic energy and electric energy) and
surface free energy. **Tip**: The construction of free energy is very important in phase-field model of
ferroelectrics. The governing equation, i.e., the Time Dependent Ginzburg–Landau \(TDGL) equation,
describes that the evolution of domain structure toward its equilibrium is driven by the decrease of the
system’s free energy. **Caution**: The free energy should be generally constructed under the
thermodynamic framework. 3. Design your experiment. In our case, the experiment is to apply mechanical
loads to the nanoplatelet to affect its domain structure. **II. Programming** The flow diagram of phasefield simulation at a given condition \(e.g., fixed temperature, open-circuited and mechanical load) is as
shown in **Figure 2**. Followings are the main functional parts of the corresponding program. 1.
Initialization. In this part of program, the parameters and variables needed for simulation would be
defined and initialized. It is recommended to write this part in a way that it can either use the default
values of the parameters and variables or read them from input files. **Tip**: For numerical accuracy and
convenience, it is recommended to make the parameters and variables dimensionless so that their values
fall into a suitable range. 2. Grid division of the system. This process would generate some tables, from
which you can easily find out the information of the nodes and elements, such as its coordinates,
adjacent nodes and elements. In our case, we make the following tables, Tnode ----Each row stores a
node’s number, coordinates and adjacent elements, Tnodes---- Each row stores a node’s number and its
adjacent nodes, Telement---- Each row stores an element’s number, coordinates and its nodes. **Tip**:
These tables can largely simplify the calculation of element stiffness matrices, element node
displacement/potential vectors, and the assemblage of global stiffness matrices and
displacement/potential vectors. 3. Calculation of element stiffness matrices and the assemblage of
global stiffness matrices. In most cases, the stiffness matrices \(including elastic and electric) can be
considered unchanged during the process, therefore the calculation only need to be done by once.
**Tip**: According to the boundary conditions, the computation size and accuracy requirement, the
electric and elastic fields can be solved by different methods, such as conjugate gradient method \(CGM),
finite-element method \(FEM), and fast Fourier transformation \(FFT). For our case of a ferroelectric
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nanoplatelet with a moderate size, finite-element method is suitable to solve the electric and elastic fields.
4. Calculation of the elastic field. Calculate the element node displacement vectors, and assemble them
into the global node displacement vector. Solve the equation \[Ku]\{U}=\{Fu}. This should be done at each
step of polarization evolution. 5. Calculation of the electric field. Calculate the element node potential
vectors, and assemble them into the global node potential vector. Solve the equation \[Kφ]\{Ф}=\{Fφ}. This
should be done at each step of polarization evolution. **Tip**: Iterative methods, e.g. the Gauss-Seidel
iteration method, would be suitable to equations \[Ku]\{U}=\{Fu} and \[Kφ]\{Ф}=\{Fφ}. 6. Calculation of the
evolution force and polarization field at next step. Simple explicit difference methods or semi-implicit
Fourier-spectral algorithms8 can be used to solve the governing equation, i.e., the TDGL equation. 7. Error
analysis. Calculate the error between the polarization field at this step and next step. If the error is small
enough, end program; otherwise, repeat steps 3-6. 8. Input and output. In our case, the input includes a
parameter file storing the value of parameters and a configuration file storing the initial polarization field.
The output includes a log file recording the monitoring information during the simulation and files storing
the polarization field at selected steps. **III. Simulation** We would like to simulate how the mechanical
load affects the formation of domain structure in the nanoplatelet. 1. Prepare a set of parameter files. In
our case, the parameter files differ only in the value of surface traction. 2. For each parameter files,
compile and run the program. **Tip**: You can also make some modifications on the original program, so
that the whole simulation can be fulfilled by running the program by once. **IV. Result analysis & Post
processing** At this stage, we assume that there is an output file storing the polarization field, e.g.,
p_final.txt. The file stores the node’s number, its coordinates and the polarization components. Now we
will show how to use MATLAB \(http://www.mathworks.com) to visualize the domain structures. 1. Start
MATLAB. 2. Import file p_final.txt into the Workspace as shown in Figure 3. 3. Run the following
commands to obtain a vector plot the domain structure as shown in **Figure 4a**, quiver3\(p_final\
(:,3),p_final\(:,2),p_final\(:,4),p_final\(:,6),p_final\(:,5),p_final\(:,7)); axis equal; axis off; 4. Run the following
commands to add a color plot of the polarization magnitude to **Figure 4a** as shown in **Figure 4b**,
meshing=\[10 3 30]; nx=meshing\(1)+1; ny=meshing\(2)+1; nz=meshing\(3)+1; m=0; for i=1:nx for j=1:ny
for k=1:nz m=m+1; P\(i,j,k)=\(p_final\(m,5)**p_final\(m,5)+p_final\(m,6)**p_final\(m,6)+p_final\
(m,7)*p_final\(m,7))^0.5; end end end \[x,y,z]=meshgrid\(\[0:ny-1],\[0:nx-1],\[0:nz-1]); Xslice=\[0,ny1];Yslice=\[0,nx-1];Zslice=\[0,nz-1]; hold on;h =slice\(x,y,z,P,Xslice,Yslice,Zslice); set\(h,'LineStyle','none'); 5.
Change the colormap to your preference. For example, run the following commands to as shown in
**Figure 4c**, color_round=\[1 0 1];color_floor=\[0 1 0]; n_color=64; for i=1:n_color map\(i,1)=color_round\
(1)+\(i-1)*\(color_floor\(1)-color_round\(1))/\(n_color-1); map\(i,2)=color_round\(2)+\(i-1)*\(color_floor\
(2)-color_round\(2))/\(n_color-1); map\(i,3)=color_round\(3)+\(i-1)*\(color_floor\(3)-color_round\(3))/\
(n_color-1); end colormap\(map);

Timing
In our case of a 10×3×30 meshing nanoplatelet at a given surface traction and open-circuited condition,
the simulation time of polarization evolution from random toward equilibrium ranges from tens of
minutes to several hours on a PC \(3.00 GHz, 1.75GB internal memory). In general, the time of a
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simulation would strongly depend on the size of system, the algorithms, the required calculation
accuracy, the computer performance and the simulated process. When phase transition happens, the
simulation time would be much longer.

Troubleshooting
I. How can I make sure whether the results are right? 1. Repeat some solved problems with your own
program. 2. Compare the results of FEM with those of other methods, such as finite difference method. 3.
Analyze whether the results are physical. II. If the polarization field does converge to a suitable range: 1.
Check whether time step is too large. 2. Check the other parameters. 3. Check whether the elastic and
electric field are calculated correctly. **Tip**: Write the program based a former one, and make sure the
former program is correct. III. If the calculation of the elastic/electric field does not converge: 1. Check the
correctness of the tables that used to generate the stiffness matrices and force vectors. 2. Check whether
you have appropriately handled the boundary conditions. 3. Try other algorithms.

Anticipated Results
Results of the experiment are presented in **Figure 5**. The results indicate that mechanical loads can
affect the nucleation and balance of the vortices in the nanoplatelet, and lead to various equilibrium
vortex domain structures.
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Figures

Figure 1
Scheme of the model system. A ferroelectric nanoplatelet under surface traction and open-circuited
condition.
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Figure 2
Flow diagram of phase-field simulation. The polarization evolution is simulated at a given condition, e.g.,
T=300K, open-circuited and zero mechanical load. Finite element methods are used to solve the elastic
and electric fields.
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Figure 3
Scheme of importing file p_final.txt into MATLAB and illustration of the data. Each row of the p_final
matrix stores a node number, node coordinates and polarization components.
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Figure 4
Some result of visualizing the domain structure of a nanoplatelet by using MATLAB. (a) A vector plot the
domain structure using quiver3() function. (b) Adding a color plot of the polarization magnitude using
slice() function. (c) A plot after changing the colormap to your preference.
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Figure 5
Anticipated results. Snapshots of the domain morphologies during the polarization evolution for a
nanoplatelet under different surface traction but with the same initial random perturbation at T=300K.
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